Experience the convenience of Mortgage Flex View, a new employment and income verification offering from Equifax Workforce Solutions.

Instantly purchase a preview of available employers prior to selecting and purchasing the full verification.

In today’s mortgage industry, every second and every penny counts. Mortgage Flex View can help you make the most out of both.

By leveraging Mortgage Flex View, lenders can:

- Gain cost-effectiveness, while enhancing the speed and efficiency of the lending process for lenders and borrowers.
- Access the largest commercial source of consolidated employment information: Instantly tap into 631 million employment records from 2.8 million employers and payroll providers.
- Order just the information you want: Select any number of records associated with a Social Security Number (SSN), and order the data you select.

Contact your Account Executive for more information.
The Work Number®

A flexible solution built with your verification needs in mind.

Empowering mortgage lenders to **purchase a preview of available employers** associated with a loan applicant's SSN, and **then select and purchase relevant records for the individual's application.**

Follow the steps below to run a Mortgage Flex View report:

1. Insert the individual's full SSN and permissible purpose into the appropriate fields.

2. Select the 'Mortgage Flex View' solution and click 'Start Order' at the bottom of the screen.

   Once your order is started, on the next screen, select VOE or VOI report type then proceed to the **Employer Preview** to view/select employers.

   The Work Number® will then return your verification including selected employer records.

   Alternate workflows may be available.

Solutions shown may vary depending on your agreement with Equifax Verification Services.
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Learn More About Mortgage Flex View